Step 1 Kits by Primary Content Area for 3rd Grade

Physical Sciences
- Floating & Sinking
- Electric Circuits
- Levers & Pulleys
- *Motion & Design
- Solar Energy

Chemistry
- Cabbages & Chemistry
- Mixtures & Solutions
- Chemical Tests

Life Sciences
- Terrarium Habitats
- Animal Behavior
- School Yard Ecology
- Environments

Earth Sciences
- Landforms
- Earth Materials
- Stories in Stone
- On Sandy Shores
- Ocean Currents

Mathematics
- *†Build It Festival
- *†Bubble Festival
- *†Algebraic Reasoning
- *†Plotting & Growing
- Group Solutions
- In All Probability

Engineering, Design, Process skills
- Paper Towel Testing
- Ideas & Inventions
- Variables
- Measurement
- Oobleck
- Microscopic Explorations

* = Multidisciplinary Kits
†= Math Kits Aligned with Old TEKS
Step 1 Kits by Primary Content Area for 4th Grade

Physical Sciences
- *Motion & Design
- Levers & Pulleys
- *Floating & Sinking
- Electric Circuits
- Solar Energy

Chemistry
- Chemical Reactions
- Cabbages & Chemistry
- Mixtures & Solutions
- Chemical Tests

Life Sciences
- Environments
- *Animal Behavior
- School Yard Ecology
- Terrarium Habitats

Earth Sciences
- Landforms
- Stories in Stone
- *On Sandy Shores
- Ocean Currents
- Earth Materials

Mathematics
- †Plotting & Growing
- Build It Festival
- Group Solutions
- †Bubble Festival
- Algebraic Reasoning
- Math on the Menu
- Steps & Distance
- In All Probability

Engineering, Design, Process skills
- Microscopic Explorations
- *Paper Towel Testing
- Variables
- Measurement
- Oobleck
- Ideas & Inventions

* = Multidisciplinary Kits  †=Math Kits Aligned with Old TEKS
Step 1 Kits by Primary Content Area for 5th Grade

Physical Sciences
- Electric Circuits
- *Motion & Design
- Floating & Sinking
- Solar Energy
- Levers & Pulleys

Chemistry
- Mixtures & Solutions
- Chemical Tests
- Chemical Reactions
- Cabbages & Chemistry

Earth Sciences
- Landforms
- Stories in Stone
- Earth Materials
- On Sandy Shores
- Ocean Currents

Life Sciences
- *Animal Behavior
- School Yard Ecology
- Terrarium Habitats
- Environments

Mathematics
- †Algebraic Reasoning
- Build It Festival
- In All Probability
- †Steps & Distance
- Bubble Festival
- Plotting & Growing

Engineering, Design, Process skills
- Paper Towel Testing
- Microscopic Explorations
- Variables
- Oobleck
- *Motion & Design
- *Bubble Festival

* = Multidisciplinary Kits
†= Math Kits Aligned with Old TEKS